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ABSTRACT

Empirical equations representing systematics of �ssion-product yields have
been derived from experimental data. The systematics give some insight into

nuclear-structure e�ects on yields, and the equations allow estimation of yields
from �ssion of any nuclide with atomic number ZF = 90 thru 98, mass number
AF = 230 thru 252, and precursor excitation energy (projectile kinetic plus

binding energies) PE = 0 thru �200 MeV - the ranges of these quantities for
the �ssioning nuclei investigated. Calculations can be made with the computer

program CYFP. Estimates of uncertainities in the yield estimates are given by
equations, also in CYFP, and range from � 15% for the highest yield values to

several orders of magnitude for very small yield values. A summation method is
used to calculate weighted average parameter values for fast-neutron (� �ssion

spectrum) induced �ssion reactions.
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INTRODUCTION

Systematics of �ssion-product yields were derived in two successive stages:
(1) Gaussian functions were �tted by the method of least squares to data (mass

yields, Y (A), or fractional independent, FI, and cumulative, FC, yields) for each
�ssion reaction investigated. Frequently, not all parameters could be determined

by the method of least squares, and some approximate parameter values had
to be assumed based on the then current model values. This procedure led to

recycling as model values were re�ned. (2) Each Gaussian parameter determined
for a number of �ssion reactions was �tted to an equation with terms containing

di�erences between ZF , AF , and/or PE and corresponding values for U235T
[CK61, NE74, WA89, WA99] 1 using the method of least squares. The equations
used and the derived term coe�cients are given in Tables 1, 2 and 3, pp. 12, 29

& 30, in the following sections.

It was expedient to treat most low- and high-energy �ssion reactions separately.

Reactions with excitation energies E � = PE < 8:0 MeV were considered low
energy, reactions with PE > 20:0 Mev were considered high energy, and reactions

with PE between 8.0 and 20.0 MeV were considered intermediate. Gaussian
parameters derived from data for the intermediate region, e.g., 14-MeV neutron-
induced �ssion reactions, were used with parameters for both low- and high-

energy �ssion reactions to help achieve smooth model-parameter transitions in
going from low- to high-energy.

Data for low-energy �ssion included yields from spontaneous �ssion and neu-
tron induced �ssion with neutron energies of 14-MeV or less. Data for high-

energy �ssion was for proton induced �ssion reactions, since no yield data were
found for high-energy (>�14 MeV) neutron-induced �ssion. It was assumed

that �ssion yields are independent of how nuclei were formed. The assumption is
1Reference symbols consist of two letters from the author(s)' names(s) and two numbers for the year. References are listed, pp.

53-57, chronologically.
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supported by the observation [FL65] that the peak-to-valley ratio from �ssion of
236U excited to 11-25 MeV depends only a little (�13%) on whether it is formed

by neutron capture or by alpha-particle-induced �ssion of 232Th.

Most yield data for high-energy proton-induced �ssion are presented in the

literature as formation cross sections in units of millibarns (mb). In order to
use these data with Y (A) and FI { FC used for low-energy �ssion { cross-section
values were divided by the �ssion cross section and multiplied by 100 to give

Y (A) or independent (IN) or cumulative (CU) yields in percent. Then, IN and
CU values were divided by Y (A) to give FI and FC values. Fission cross sections

and chain yields from the data source were used, if available; otherwise values
were deduced from trends in the values with energy. For proton energies above

�25 MeV, cross sections for proton induced �ssion of 238U and 232Th are each
approximately constant, 1.40 +/{ 0.10 b, for 238U and 0.89 +/{ 0.06 b for 232Th

[SJ56, SH58, CU63]. Below �25 MeV there are considerable data useful for
interpolation [MC54, FU59, CU63].

For high-energy �ssion reactions, nucleons are lost before �ssion, and the initial

precursor (target + projectile) values, PA; PZ, and PE, are lowered (see, for
example, [CH82]). The average loss of mass number (NT ) and atomic number

(NPE) can be determined from yield calculations, but the loss of excitation
energy can not, so PE was used as a parameter.

Preliminary calculations showed that a number of parameters used to represent
low-energy �ssion yields, i.e., even-odd proton and neutron factors, F Z and FN ,

slopes of �Z and �Z , and special e�ects near symmetry and on the mass-yield
wings, could not be determined from high-energy data, and it was assumed that
the e�ects described by these parameters are negligably small at high energies.

Most of the equations in [WA99] for yields from low-energy �ssion reactions
have been modi�ed to eliminate discontinuities and to enhance smooth transi-

tions of the functions to those for high-energy �ssion reactions. Equations for
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some Gaussian parameters were derived that can represent both low- and high-

energy values. However, for most parameters, di�erent equations were used for
low- and high-energy, the two functions being connected by a transition function,

linear in PE, between PE = 8 and 20 Mev.

It is interesting that 14-MeV neutron-induced �ssion reactions, treated ear-
lier by low-energy systematics [WA99], are now classi�ed as essentially high-

energy reactions. However, the current classi�cation seems appropriate because,
as discussed later, neutrons are often emitted before �ssion induced by 14-MeV

neutrons.

Fission yields from fast-neutron-induced �ssion were calculated by a summa-

tion method [WA99] giving weighted average parameter values for those model
parameters that are energy dependent. Equations derived for low-energy �ssion
were used (Tables 1 and 2, pp. 12 & 29) because most of the increments that

were summed had E* values < 8 MeV. Parameters for U238F were calculated
with and without using appropriate values for the intermediate region, and no

signi�cant di�erences in the derived parameter values were observed.

The titles of the sections that follow are:

� Mass Distribution

� Nuclear-charge Distribution

� Models for Neutron Emission

� Fast-neutron-induced Fission Yields

� Calculation of Fission Yields from Systematics - the CYFP Program

� References
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MASS DISTRIBUTION

Determination of Gaussian Parameters

Parameters for the multi-Gaussian model [MC74, DI78, WA99] were deter-
mined by the method of least squares from experimental chain-yield data for 63

�ssion reactions. Reciprocal variance weighting was used in the calculations, with
minimum errors being set at 5% for yields from low-energy neutron-induced �s-
sion and 10% for yields from high-energy proton-induced �ssion reactions. Mini-

mum errors were used to prevent data with very small errors from having unduly
large weights for determination of the Gaussian parameters.

The data used were from the two comprehensive evaluations of chain yields
[ER93, MI95] for spontaneous �ssion and for thermal and 14-MeV neutron-

induced �ssion reactions, from yields for monoenergetic-neutron (0.1 to 10.0
MeV) induced �ssion reactions [NF78, GG80, GG81, GG83], from yields for

light-wing mass numbers from the LOHENGRIN �ssion-product separator [DE95,
SA89, DI91, HE94, ST96], from LOHENGRIN yields for AM242T ( 241Am(2n,f))
[MS96], from monoenergetic-proton (10 to 340 MeV) induced �ssion of 238U

[SH58], and from yields for monoenergetic-proton (13 to 53 MeV) induced �s-
sion of 232Th [CC69]. Mass-yield data for fast-neutron-induced �ssion can be

represented by Gaussian curves, but the Gaussian parameters derived were not
used in the second stage of the analysis because �ssion is induced by neutrons

with a large ranges of energies. However, the mass distributions for fast �ssion
reactions can be calculated by a summation method from the model parameters
derived from other data, as will be discussed in a later section.

The total number of nucleons emitted (NT ), before and after �ssion, is not
generally known for high-energy �ssion reactions, and values are needed to de-

termine the mid-point (symmetry point, �A), (PA �NT )=2; PA being the sum
of the projectile and target mass numbers. Therefore, NT was determined as a
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high-energy-�ssion parameter that gave the best representation of complemen-

tarity for light- and heavy-product chain yields for each multi-Gaussian least-
squares calculation. For low-energy �ssion, NT = �F , the average total number

of post-�ssion neutrons emitted.

Earlier calculations [WA99] indicated that inclusion of an additional pair of
Gaussian curves to help represent experimental Y (A) on the wings of mass-yield

curves improved the data representation signi�cantly for some heavier �ssioning
nuclides (e.g., see: [WA99], Figs. 4.1-3C,4C,5C,6C). Additional calculations

using 6 or 7 curves showed that this e�ect applied to ZF �94, but not to ZF �92,
or to high-energy �ssion reactions.

Equation for Least-squares Parameter Calculations

Y (A) =
i=7X

i=1

Yie
D=�i
p

2� (1)

D = �(A� �A+ �i)
2
=2�2

i (1a)
�A = (PA�NT )=2 (1b)

Estimated Model Uncertainties

It was helpful in e�orts to represent measured chain yields by sums of

Gaussian curves to have estimates of uncertainties in model calculated yields.
Uncertainties were estimated from the following empirical equation proposed
earlier for the percent uncertainty (PER) [WA92].

PER = 25e�0:25 ln(Y (A)) (2)
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Estimated range of uncertainty: Y (A)=(1 + PER=100) to Y (A)(1 +PER=100):

Examples: Y (A),% PER 1 + PER=100
10. 14. 1.14

1. 25. 1.25
0.1 44. 1.44
10�3 141. 2.41

10�6 791. 8.91
10�10 7,910. 80.10

10�15 140,600. 1,407.

Examples of results of multi-Gaussian least-squares (LS) calculations for indi-

vidual �ssion reactions are shown in Figs. 1a - 10a, pp. 13-17. (Figs. 1b - 10b
show the same experimental points, but the lines are derived from systematic
trends, to be discussed later.) It can be seen that most experimental chain yields

(points in the �gures) are represented approximately by the sums (solid lines)
of several Gaussian curves (broken lines), each sum being normalized to 200%.

The dotted lines, between which many data-points fall, represent the estimated
uncertainties for the sums of the calculated curves. The reduced Chi-square val-

ues in parentheses, which include estimated model uncertainties discussed above,
cluster about 1.0, and the average of the 10 values shown in the �gures is 1.0.
Thus, the estimated uncertainties for the multi-Gaussian representations behave

appropriately for the limited test described. The reduced Chi-square values be-
fore the parentheses in the �gures are based on experimental or minimum errors

and are mostly > 1:0, showing that the multi-Gaussian model does not represent
the �ne-structure and other details from experiments very well.
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Systematics of Gaussian Parameters

The parameters determined for the 3 { 7 Gaussian functions for each �ssion
reaction were �tted by mathematical functions of the average Z F and AF of

�ssioning nuclei and PE, the precursor excitation energy, using the method of
least squares. Reciprocal variance weighting was used with errors determined

earlier for each parameter value or with the minimum error of 5%. The functions
derived, given in Table 1, p. 12, allow calculation of mass distributions for any
�ssioning nuclei in the regions investigated.

Chain yield data for proton induced �ssion of 238U [SH58] (9 data sets with
mono-energetic protons from 10 to 340 MeV) were used to represent high-energy

�ssion reactions, with the assumption that use of protons instead of neutrons
had a negligable e�ect on model parameters. (See Introduction.) Most para-

meters for the Gaussian curves change fairly rapidly with energy at the lower
energies and then level o� above PE =�100 MeV, consistent with the similar-

ity of high-energy chain-yield curves [SH58]. In preliminary calculations, data
and parameters for proton induced �ssion of 232Th [CC69] (7 data sets with
mono-energetic proton from 13 to 53 MeV) were included. These data consisted

of fragment yields, before neutron evaporation, read from mass-yield curves,
without points, and derived from kinetic-energy measurements. The Gaussian

parameters obtained were of the same magnitude as those from radiochemically
determined �ssion-product yields from 238U + p [SH58], but the variation of

parameters with energy was di�erent. (See Figs. 11-13, p. 18.)

The method of least squares was used to identify the more important terms

for each model-parameter function and to determine the best coe�cient values
for these terms. Only terms making signi�cant contributions to the reduction
of reduced �2 from least-squares calculations were included in an equation. The

results are summarized in Table 1, p. 12. Some parameters could be represented
by the simpler Eq. 3. The intensity of the central curve, Y 3, which increases
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with PE by several orders of magnitude (see Fig. 13, p. 18), required di�erent
equations for low- and high-energies, as shown in the footnotes to Table 1.

Principal Peak Curves

This pair of curves is the principal contributor to the mass distribution
for both high- and low-energy �ssion. Equations for � 1;5 and �1;5 were derived

that represent both low- and high-energy �ssion reactions. The equations are
dependent on both ZF and PE, as shown in Table 1, Eq. 3, p. 12. The energy
dependencies are shown in Figs. 11 and 12, p. 18. The intensities of these curves,

Y1;5, were adjusted (normalized) so that the sum of intensities of all curves was
200%.

Inner Peak Curves

The yield of the pair of inner peak curves, Y2;4, decreases with PE and
goes to zero when PE >�20 MeV as shown in Fig 14, p. 19. The inner peak

curves are narrow, as shown in Fig. 15, p. 19, and represent the sharp change in
yields that occurs below the heavy mass number, AH = 130, and above the light
complement. (These curves replace the exponential functions used previously

[WA99].)

The mass numbers, A4, at the maxima of the heavy inner{peak curves, were

determined, and a function (Eq. 3, Table 1, p. 12) was �tted to the values by
the method of least squares. The resulting parameter values for the function are

given in Table 1. The displacements, �2 and �4, were then calculated from the
function using Eq. 5 in the footnotes to Table 1. Figure 16, p. 19, shows the

values (points) and the derived function (the line), both corrected for the small
ZF dependence to allow comparison of parameter values for a number of �ssion
reactions with the derived function.
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The narrowness of the inner peak curves, a result of the sharp decrease in yields

below AH = �130., and above the light complementary AL = PA � 130�NT ,
as well as the large kinetic energies [BB83] and small prompt neutron emission

near A = 130 [WA88], may all result from the proximities of the Z and N of
nascent heavy fragments to the Z = 50 and N = 82 spherical shells.

Central Peak Curve

The maximum for this curve is at the midpoint, � 3 = 0.0,A3 = (PA�NT )=2.

The width-parameter for the central peak, � 3 = 8.6 +/{ 1.0, is the average
of 10 values from �ssion of thorium isotopes. The principal peak separations

were larger for these than for other �ssion reactions investigated, giving optimal
information about properties of the central peak. (e.g., see Figs. 1a, b, p. 13, and

compare to Figs. 2a, b - 10a, b, pp 14-17.) The value of 8.6 better approximates
the nearly at valleys observed for a number of experimental mass-yield data
than does the smaller value of 6.0 used previously [WA99]. For high-energy

�ssion reactions, �3 was taken to be 8.6 or �1, whichever was larger.

The curve intensity, Y3, increases several orders-of-magnitude with increasing

PE, �0.015% from model calculations, for spontaneous �ssion [WA99] and
�90% for high-energy �ssion. This large change required two functions, the two

being applied in di�erent regions of PE, Eqs. 7 and 8, below Table 1, p. 12,
and Fig. 13, p. 18. The transition between functions is quite smooth. (Two
exponential functions with di�erent slopes were used in [WA99].)

Wing Curves

Least-squares calculations for nuclei with ZF �94 showed that the wing-
curve parameters Y6;7 and �7 were essentially constant for low PE (< 8 MeV),

and average values are shown in Table 1, p. 12. Y 6;7 is assumed to be 3.4% for ZF

= 93, and Y6;7 is assumed to decrease linearly from its value at E� = PE = 8:0
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MeV to 0.0 at PE = 20:0 MeV. The widths of the curves increase with Z F as

shown for �6;7 in Table 1.

Number of Nucleons Emitted

Neither the original [HO77] nor the revised version [WA99] of Howerton's

equation for estimating �F was intended to be used for extrapolation to high
energies, so the total number of nucleons emitted, NT , needed to establish the
symmetry point, (PA � NT )=2, was determined as a model parameter. Figure

17, p. 19, shows NT values determined by least squares from mass-yield data
for a number of di�erent nuclides and excitation energies, PE, (points) and the

function, Eq. (3) in Table 1, p. 12, (the lines) derived to represent these values.
There is considerable uncertainty and scatter in values for proton-induced �ssion,

possibly because the mass-yield data [SH58] were limited, although these were
the best that were available.

Systematic Trends Represented by Parameter Equations

The equations and parameter values in Table 1, p. 12, represent systematic
trends in the multi-Gaussian model parameters that allow estimation of chain
yields from both low- and high-energy �ssion reactions. Figures 11-17, pp. 18 &

19, show that the equations represent most of the parameters derived from the
chain yields only moderately well, there being considerable scatter of points.

The reduced �2 values shown in Figs. 1b-10b, pp. 13-17, are mostly greater
than one, showing that the models do not represent most data within a minimal

5 or 10% error or larger experimental error. Many of the recalculated reduced
�2 values, that include estimated model uncertainties, shown in parentheses, are

> 1:0, indicating that the estimated model uncertainties are too small. Perhaps
the coe�cient of 25 in Eq. 1 should be increased for yields derived from equations
representing systematics shown in Table 1, p. 12.
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TABLE 1 - EQUATIONS FOR SYSTEMATIC TRENDS IN
GAUSSIAN PARAMETERS FOR Y(A)

Par: = P1 + (P2� P1)(1:0� eP3�PE) (3)

P1 = P (1) + P (4)[ZF � 92] (3a)

P2 = P (2) + P (5)[ZF � 92] (3b)

P3 = P (3) + P (6)[ZF � 92] (3c)

Par: = P1 + P2 � PE (4)

Par: Eq: P (1) P (2) P (3) P (4) P (5) P (6) No:a

�1;5 3 2.808 8.685 -0.0454 0.372 -0.620 -0.0122 63
�2;4 4 2.45 0.0 - 0.0 0.0 - 38
�3

b 4 8.6 0.0 - 0.0 0.0 - 10
�6;7 4 3.17 0.0 - 0.303 0.0 - 6
�5

c 3 25.34 18.55 -0.0402 -1.220 -1.732 0.0 63
A4

d 4 136.66 -0.177 - 0.060 -0.038 - 45
�7

c 4 30.31 0.0 - 0.0 0.0 - 5
Y2;4

e 4 43.00 -1.91 - -3.41 0.0 - 47
Y6;7

f 4 6.80 0.0 - 0.0 0.0 - 10
NT 3 1.563 16.66 -0.00804 0.0918 0.0 0.0 45

a Number of parameter values used in least-squares calculation.

b �3 = �1;5 if �1;5 > 8:6

c �1 = ��5; �6 = ��7

d �4 = A4 � (AF �NT )=2:0; �2 = ��4 (5)

e If Y2;4 < 0:0; Y2;4 = 0:0

f If PE > 8 MeV, Y6;7 = 6:8� (6:8=12) � (PE � 8:0) (6)

If ZF = 93; Y6;7 = Y6;7=2:0 (6a)

If ZF < 93 or PE > 20 MeV, Y6;7 = 0:0 (6b)

Y3 = 4:060e[0:470(PE�11:96)] if PE < 11:96 (7)

Y3 = 4:060 + 86:02(1:0� eT (PE�11:96)) if PE � 11:96 No.a = 63 (8)

T = �0:030 + 0:0050(AF � 236:0) (8a)
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Fig. 1a { TH229T, L.S. Par., 5% min. error Fig. 1b { TH229T, Sys. Par., 5% min. error

Fig. 2a { U235T, L.S. Par., 5% min. error Fig. 2b { U235T, Sys. Par., 5% min. error
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Fig. 3a { U238F, L.S. Par., 5% min. error Fig. 3b { U238F, Sys. Par., 5% min. error

Fig. 4a { 238U + 5.5 MeV n, L.S. Par. Fig. 4b { 238U + 5.5 MeV n, Sys. Par.
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Fig. 5a { U238H, L.S. Par., 5% min. error Fig. 5b { U238H, Sys. Par., 5% min. error

Fig. 6a { U238 + 32 MeV p, L.S. Par. Fig. 6b { U238 + 32 MeV p, Sys.Par.
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Fig. 7a { U238 + 100 MeV p, L.S. Par. Fig. 7b { U238 + 100 MeV p, Sys. Par.

Fig. 8a { U238 + 300 MeV p, L.S. Par. Fig. 8b { U238 + 300 MeV p, Sys.Par.
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Fig. 9a { PU239T, L.S. Par., 5% min. error Fig. 9b { PU239T, Sys. Par., 5% min. error

Fig. 10a { CF252S, L.S. Par., 5% min. error Fig. 10b { CF252S, Sys. Par., 5% min. error
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Fig. 11 {�01;5 Function, �01;5 = �1;5 - f(ZF ) Fig. 12 { �05 Function, �05 = �5 - f(ZF )

Fig. 13 { Y03 Function, Y03 = Y3 - f(Af )
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Fig. 14 { Y02;4 = Y2;4 - f(Zf ) Function Fig. 15 { Average �2;4 = 2.45 � 0.05

Fig. 16 { A04 = A4 - f(Zf ) Function Fig. 17 { NT0 = NT - f(Zf ) Function
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NUCLEAR-CHARGE DISTRIBUTION

Nuclear-charge distribution describes the dispersion of yields with mass and
atomic numbers, A and Z, of more than a 1000 primary �ssion products from

each of many �ssion reactions. The yields are for products after prompt neutron
emission and before beta decay. Since only a small fraction of the yields have

been measured, models are needed for estimation of unmeasured yields. Theo-
retical models are not su�ciently advanced to give reliable yield estimates, so

the empirical ZP model [WA88, WA99] has been used.

The ZP model treats dispersion of fractional independent yields, FI, of primary

�ssion products with Z for each A. Gaussian dispersion, modi�ed for even-odd
proton and neutron e�ects, is assumed. Parameters for the model were deter-
mined by the method of least squares from fractional independent (FI) and frac-

tional cumulative (FC) yield values derived from experimental data. Parameter
values for 25 �ssion reactions with excitation energies from 0 MeV (spontaneous

�ssion) to about 170 MeV (proton-induced �ssion) were used.

Equations for the ZP Model

The equations for the ZP model [WA88], given below, involve the error

function of x, erf(x). Complementarity of light and heavy �ssion products is
approximated by A0 = A + �P (A) and A0L + A0H = AF to allow the same or
complementary functions to be used for both light and heavy products. De-

termination of the �P (A) function, the average number of post �ssion neutrons
emitted to form �ssion products with A, is discussed in the next section. The pa-

rameters �Z; �Z; FZ; FN and their slopes with respect to A 0 were determined in
contiguous regions of A 0 for each �ssion reaction by the method of least squares.
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FI(A;Z) = [0:5][F (A)][N(A)][erf(V )� erf(W )] (9)

V =
Z(A)� ZP (A) + 0:5

�Z(A0)
p

2
(9a)

W =
Z(A)� ZP (A)� 0:5

�Z(A0)
p

2
(9b)

ZP (AH) = A0H [ZF=AF ] + �Z(A0H) (9c)

ZP (AL) = A0L[ZF=AF ]��Z(A0Hc); (A
0
Hc = AF �A0L) (9d)

for Z for N
F (A) = [FZ(A0)][FN(A0)] even even

F (A) = [FZ(A0)]=[FN(A0)] even odd
(9e)

F (A) = [FN(A0)]=[(FZ(A0)] odd even

F (A) = 1=[FZ(A0)][FN(A0)] odd odd

The normalization factor, N(A), applied to achieve
P

(FI) = 1.00 for each
A, is required because the even-odd factors, F (A), destroy the inherent normal-

ization properties of Gaussian distributions. Values of N(A) seldom deviate by
more than 10% from unity.

The minimum error for low-energy �ssion, used for reciprocal variance weight-
ing, was set to 0.1 to prevent very small FI and FC values with very small

absolute errors from being given unduely high weights, but still having weights
similar to those of high-yield products. For high-energy �ssion the larger of the
experimental error, 0.01 or 10% of a value, was used for weighting. Values of
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FZ(A0) and FN(A0) for PE > 20:0 MeV were set to 1.0, slopes of model para-
meters were set to 0.0, and neither was varied because preliminary calculations

showed that these parameters could not be determined from available data and
were assumed not to contribute.

Region Boundries

The values determined for �Z(A 0); �Z(A0); FZ(A0), and FN(A0) from low-

energy data depend on A0 and can be represented by simple functions in each
of several regions of A 0. The region boundries, shown as short dotted lines and

labeled B1-6 and Ba,b in Figs. 18a-d, 19a-d, and 20a-d, pp. 31-33, are de�ned
below. The parameters in the functions for each region were calculated by the
method of least squares, if there were su�cient data, or, if not, were estimated

from derived systematics by using Eq. 17, Table 2, p. 29, with the then current
model parameter values. Several cycles of calculation were sometimes necessary.

For �ssion reactions with PE >� 20 MeV only average parameter functions and
parameter values could be determined for each reaction (Table 3, p. 30, Figs.

21a-d, p. 34).

B1 = 70 (10a)

B2 = 77 + 0:036(AF � 236) (10b)

B3 = AF � B4 (10c)

B4 =
�Zmax ��Z(140) +A0max[SL50] + 140[@�Z=@A 0]

SL50 + @�Z=@A0
(10d)

B5 = AF � B2 (10e)

B6 = AF � B1 (10f)

Ba = A0max (10g)

Bb = AF � A0max (10h)
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Peak regions (B2-B3, B4-B5):

�Z(A0H) = �Z(140) + @�Z=@A 0[A0H � 140] (11a)

�Z(A0H) = �Z(140) + @�Z=@[A0H � 140] (11b)

�Z(A0L) = �Z(A0Hc); (A0Hc = AF � A0L) (11c)

FZ(A0) = FZ(140) (11d)

FN(A0) = FN(140) (11e)

Near symmetry region (B3-B4):

F (A) = 1:00 (12a)

B3-Ba: �Z(A0) = �Z(B3)� SL50[A0 � B3] (12b)

�Z(A0) = �50 (12c)

Ba-Bb: �Z(A0) = �Z(Ba) +A0 � Ba[�Z(Bb)��Z(Ba)]=[Ba-Bb] (12d)

�Z(A0) = �Z(140)� (@�Z=@A
0)[140� Bb] (12e)

Bb-B4: �Z(A0) = �Z(B4) + SL50[B4�A 0] (12f)

�Z(A0) = �50 (12g)

A0max = F1(AK1) + F2(AK2)

F1 = (250:�AF )=14:] (Limits 0.0 and 1.0)

F2 = 1:0� F1

AK1 = 50:0(AF=ZF )� �Zmax=SL50

AK2 = (50:0� �Zmax)(AF=ZF )
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Wing regions (B1-B2, B5-B6):

�Z(A0L) = �Z(B2) + �ZSLW [B2� A 0L] (13a)

�Z(A0H) = �Z(B5)��ZSLW [A0H � B5] (13b)

�Z(A0L) = �Z(A0Hc); (A
0
Hc = AF �A0L) (13c)

�Z(A0H) = �Z(B5) + �ZSLW [B2� A0L] (13d)

FZ(A0L) = FZ(140) + FZSLW [B2� A0L] (13e)

FZ(A0H) = FZ(140) + FZSLW [A0H � B5] (13f)

FN(A0L) = FN(140) + FNSLW [B2� A0L] (13g)

FN(A0H) = FN(140) + FNSLW [A0H � B5] (13h)

Far wing regions (<B1, >B6):

�Z(A0L) = �Z(B2) (14a)

�Z(A0H) = �Z(B5) (14b)

�Z(A0) = �Z(B5) (14c)

FZ(A0) = FZ(140) (14d)

FN(A0) = FN(140) (14e)

ZP Near 50

Available data for low-energy �ssion reactions show enhanced yields for 50Sn
�ssion products with A0 just below 130 [WA88]. This e�ect is represented by

the ZP model for U235T by narrow charge dispersion (small � Z = �50, (see Fig.
18a, p. 31) and steeply rising �Z near �(ZP = 50) (Fig. 18b, p. 31). The data

for the complementary light products from CF249T do not show a decrease in
�Z (Fig. 19a, p. 32) but do show an increase in �Z (Fig. 19b, p. 32) that

is less steep than �Z for U235T [DA89]. The di�erences were treated by Eq.
17, Table 2, p. 29, for �50 and SL50. The average �Zmax for the two reactions
was used for all low-energy �ssion reactions, but intercepts with �Z P = 50 were
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di�erent. Data for U235T could best be represented by an intercept at �Z = 0:0

(Fig.18b), and those for CF249T could best be represented by an intercept at
�Zmax (Fig. 19b). A linear function in AF of intercept values from �Z = 0:0

to �Z = �Zmax was assumed for AF between 236 and 250. An intercept at
�Z = 0:0 was assumed for AF < 236, and an intercept at �Z = �Zmax was
assumed for AF > 250.

High-energy Fission

Data for low-energy �ssion reactions (PE �� 8 MeV) and for high-energy
�ssion reactions (PE >� 20 MeV) were treated separately, with some data, e.g.,

from fast and 14-MeV neutron-induced-�ssion reactions, being used with both
data sets to enhance smooth transitions of parameter values from one energy

range to the other. The equations and parameter values derived by the method
of least squares are shown in Tables 2 and 3, pp. 29 & 30. Many parameter
values for high-energy �ssion, Table 3, are zero or one because parameter slopes

and even-odd proton and neutron e�ects could not be determined from the data
available and are assumed to be absent. Thus, for high-energy (PE > 20 MeV)

F (A) = 1:0; �Z(A0) = �Z(140), and �Z(A0H) = ��Z(A0L) = �Z(140). Near
symmetry �Z(A0H) = ��Z(A0L) = 0:0, except the transition to 0.0 near ZP = 50

is assumed to occur with the same slope (SL50) as for low-energy �ssion. (See
Table 3 and Figs. 21a-d, p. 34.)

The dependences of �Z(140) and �Z(140) on PE are shown in Figs. 22

and 23, p. 35. The pararameter values derived from data for individual �ssion
reactions are shown as points, and the functions derived (Tables 2 and 3, pp.

29 & 30) from these values are shown as lines. It can be seen that for � Z((140)
the transition region (represented by a dotted line) connects the low- and high-

energy functions to give an over-all smooth systematic function. For �Z(140)
there are sharp bends in the function, but it is continuous.
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Pre�ssion Proton Emission

It was found for high-excitation energies (PE > 65 MeV) that model repre-
sentation of data could be improved by including a model parameter, NPE, for

the number of protons lost before �ssion, thus reducing ZF to PZ �NPE.

NPE = 0:0078(PE � 65) if PE > 65 MeV; NPE = 0:0 if PE � 65 MeV (15)

The NPE function and the parameter values from which it was derived are
shown as a line and points, respectively, in Fig. 24, p. 35. Values for the �lled

points for PE < 20 were not used in the analysis; they are consistant with the
function to within the estimated � � 0:5 uncertainty in the function.

Estimation of Model Uncertainties

It has been helpful in e�orts to represent measured fractional independent

and cumulative yields by Gaussian functions, and to use these functions to esti-
mate unmeasured yields, and have an estimate of the uncertainity in the func-

tions. For this purpose Eq. 16, proposed in 1992 [WA92], has been used to
estimate the percent uncertainity, PER.

PER = 6 + 6(e(jZ�ZP j=�Z)) (16)

Examples: FI(�Z = 0:6) j Z � ZP j =�Z PER 1 + PER=100

0.60 0.0 12. 1.12
0.40 1.0 22.3 1.22

0.12 2.0 50.3 1.50
0.015 3.0 127. 2.27

1.5e�5 5.0 896. 9.96
3.5e�10 7.0 6590. 66.90

FI*PER/100 can be used for the smaller PER as an estimate of the absolute
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uncertainity. Multiplying and dividing FI by 1 + PER/100 for the larger PER
avoids negative lower-limit estimates.

Evaluation of Systematic Model Estimates of Yields

FI and FC yields were calculated using Gaussian parameters derived from
the systematic model functions in Tables 2 and 3, pp. 29 & 30, and compared to

experimental values as ratios of the two for several �ssion reactions. Some ratios
are plotted in Figs. 25-28, p. 36. It can be seen that the ratios cluster about 1.0,
as they should, but that a number deviate considerably from 1.0, especially for

the lower experimental FI, FC values, those < 0.01 (open symbols in the �gures).
The reduced �2 values for using systematic model functions and experimental

values and errors are considerably greater than 1.0, but, if estimated model errors
(Eq. 16) are used in place of experimental errors, the reduced � 2 values, shown

in parentheses in Figs. 25-28, are close to 1.0.

An alternative way of comparing experimental data with Gaussian curves de-
rived from model systematic functions is shown in Figs. 29, 30a, and 30b, p.

37. However, this approach can be used only for high-energy reactions for which
�Z(A0) is assumed constant.

Much of the experimental data for proton-induced �ssion of 232Th is for Rb
and Cs �ssion products measured mass-spectrometrically [TC72, NP80]. Two

problems were encountered with the FI values derived from the data for the
higher energies (>� 50-MeV p). (1) Many FI values fall above the curves as

shown in Fig 30a, p. 37, contrary to the requirement that the sum of FI at unit
intervals of A0 be 1.0. To compensate, experimental independent yield data (IN,
%) were normalized so that the sum for each element (Rb or Cs) equaled the

sum from the model. (2) The renormalized FI for Cs isotopes far from stability
(large negative Z � ZP ) still fall well above the same curves in Fig. 30b, p. 37.
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These Cs FI were not used for determination of model parameters.

The normalization procedure allowed conversion of published [NP80] relative
indium yields to absolute values. The indium FI values plotted in Fig. 30b,

p. 37, are close to the line representing model values and thus support model
treatments of �Z(A0) and �Z(A0) near symmetry.
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TABLE 2 - EQUATIONS FOR SYSTEMATIC TRENDS IN Zp

PARAMETERS AT LOW ENERGY (PE � 8 MeV)

Par: = P (1) + P (2)[ZF � 92] + P (3)[AF � 236] + P (4)[PE � 6:551] + P (5)[AF � 236]2 (17)

Par: P (1) P (2) P (3) P (4) P (5) No.a

Parameters for regions near peaks (B2-3, B4-5)

�Z(140) 0.566 0.0 0.0064 0.0109 0.0 13
�Z(140) -0.487 0.0 0.0180 0.0 -0.00203 13
FZ(140) 1.207 0.0 -0.0420 0.0 0.0022 13
FN (140) 1.076 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 12
�ZSL -0.0038 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 6
�ZSL -0.0080 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 6
FZSL

b 0.0030 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 6

Parameters for regions near symmetry (B3-4)

SL50 0.191 0.0 -0.0076 0.0 0.0 4
�Z50 0.356 0.060 0.0 0.0 0.0 4
�Zmax 0.699 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2

Parameters for wing regions (B1-2, B5-6) c

�ZSLW -0.045 0.0094 0.0 0.0 0.0 3
�ZSLW 0.0 -0.0045 0.0 0.0 0.0 3
FZSLW 0.159 -0.028 0.0 0.0 0.0 3
FNSLW 0.039 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3

a Number of parameter values used as data in least-squares calculation.

b The weighted averages for the FZ and FN slopes from 6 values for each are: 0.0030(7) and -0.0006(10), with
reduced-chi-square values of 0.85 and 1.59, respectively. For odd-Z �ssioning nuclides the F Z for light products
is taken to be 1.032(10), the average of 2 values, and the recriprocal of this value is used for heavy products.
(See discussion.)

c Wing functions with large slopes are assumed to start at:

A0L = 77:0 + 0:036(AF � 236) and A0H = AF �A0L (18)

and at the value of each parameter for the peak regions at these A 0 values. The function was derived empirically
by trial and error. Values of A0L for U235T, PU239T, and CF249T are, respectively, 77.0, 77.1, and 77.5. The
wing slopes for A0H are the same as for the �, FZ , and FN for complementary A0L; for � the magnitude of the
correction is the same but opposite in sign to maintain charge conservation.
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TABLE 3 - EQUATIONS FOR SYSTEMATIC TRENDS IN Zp MODEL

PARAMETERS AT HIGH ENERGY (PE � 20 MeV)

PAR = P1 + (P2� P1)(1:0� e�P (5)(PE)) (19a)

P1 = P (1) + P (3)[ZF � 92] (19b)

P2 = P (2) + P (4)[ZF � 92] (19c)

Par: P (1) P (2) P (3) P (4) P (5) No.a

Parameters for regions near peaks (B2-3, B4-5)

�Z 0.542 1.310 0.033 0.0 -0.005 17
�Z -0.428 0.0 0.0 0.164 -0.0116 17
FZ(140) 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
FN(140) 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
�ZSL 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
�ZSL 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
FZSL 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Parameters for regions near symmery (B3-4)

SL50b 0.191 0.0 -0.0076 0.0 0.0 4
�Z50 c 0.542 1.310 0.033 0.0 -0.005 17
�Zmax 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Parameters for wing regions (B1-2, B5-6)

�ZSLW 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
�ZSLW 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
FZSLW 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
FNSLW 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

NPE = 0:0078(PE � 65) if PE > 65�NPE = 0:0ifPE � 65 (20)

a Number of parameter values used as data in least-squares calculation.

b Same as SL50, Table 2, (low energy).

c Same as �Z .
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Fig. 18 {ZP Functions for U235T

Solid lines from CYF systematics, red. �2 = 7.9(0.8)

Dashed lines calculated by L.S., red. �2 = 2.9(0.8)
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Fig. 19 {Systematic ZP Parameter Functions for CF249T, red. �2 = 2.9(1.0)
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Fig. 20 {Systematic ZP Parameter Functions for U238H, red. �2 = 7.2(1.2)
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Fig. 21 {Systematic ZP Parameter Functions for the 232Th + 97{MeV p, red. �2 = 5.2(1.8)
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Fig. 22 { Nuclear Charge Distribution Fig. 23 { Nuclear Charge Displacement
Width Parameter, � Parameter, �Z

Fig. 24 { Number of Protons Emitted before Fission
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Fig. 25 { Ratios of Sys. Fl to Expt. Fl for U235T Fig. 26 { Ratios of Sys. Fl to Expt. Fl for CF249T

Fig. 27 { Ratios of Sys. Fl to Expt. Fl for U238H Fig. 28 { Ratios of Sys. Fl to Expt. Fl
for 238U + 85 {MeV p
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Fig. 29 { Exp. Data & Sys. Curves for 238U + 85{MeV p

Fig. 30a { Exp. MS & Sys. Curves for Fig. 30b { Renorm. MS & Sys. Curves for
232Th + 97{MeV p 232Th + 97{MeV p
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MODELS FOR NEUTRON EMISSION

The average total number, NT , of nucleons emitted before and after scission
and the average number of neutrons, �A(A), emitted promptly after scission to

form products with mass number A are used in model calculations of mass and
nuclear-charge distributions, respectively, as has been described in the preceeding

two sections. To review, NT is used to determine the central mass number,
Ac = (PA � NT )=2, in multi-Gaussian mass-yield calculations. The quantity

�A(A) is used to approximate complementarity in A of light- and heavy-�ssion
products, A0L + A0H = AF ; A

0 = A + �A(A); �A(A) = �T (A)R(A); �T(A) being

the average number of neutrons emitted to form products with mass number A
and their complements, and R(A) being the fraction of these neutrons that from
products with A [WA88, WA99].

In the earlier models [WA88, WA89, WA92, WA99] a �le of �A(A) values was
required for each �ssion reaction treated. Below, a model is proposed that allows

calculation of �A(A) and, therefore, FI, etc. for any �ssion reaction in the mass,
charge, and energy regions investigated.

Low Energy Systematics

For PE <� 8 MeV (EN <� 2 MeV) there are no, or very few, pre-�ssion
neutrons, soNT = �F - the number of prompt neutrons emitted following scission
- is a good approximation. The quantity �F is often called ��, although sometimes

in the litature �� refers to NT .

The quantity NT has been determined experimentally for a number of �s-

sion reactions with PE <� 20 MeV [MK72, MI95, JM91, ER93, HO77, AX84,
DW86]. Estimates of unmeasured or model NT values can be made from How-

erton's equation 8 [HO77], or, as is done here, from a modi�ed equation 8 of
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the same form but with term coe�cients re-evaluated by the method of least-

squares. Several hundred (�1/3) of the NT values, including values for �ssion
reactions with neutron energies up to �14 MeV, were selected from the extensive

compilation of Manero and Konshin [MK72]. Use of experimental NT values
from the higher-energy neutron-induced reactions causes NT values calculated
from Eq. 21 to include pre-�ssion neutrons, which can amount to about one per

�ssion for 14-MeV neutron-induced �ssion reactions. (See later in this section.)
The last term in Eq. 21 is omitted for spontaneous �ssion.

NT = 2:286 + 0:147(ZF � 92) + 0:054(AF � 236) + 0:040(2� FZ � FN)

+ (0:145� 0:0043[AF � 236])(EN � TH) (21)

FZ = [�1]ZF ; FN = [�1](AF�ZF ) (21a)

TH = 11:47� 0:166(ZF )2=AF + 0:093(2� FZ � FN)� BN (21b)

The symbols BN; TH, and EN represent the binding energy, the threshold, and
the particle kinetic energy, respectively.

The average number (�F ) of prompt neutrons emitted post �ssion and used

in the derivation of �A(A) functions can be obtained by subtracting the average
numbers of pre-�ssion neutrons and beta-delayed neutrons from NT . For low-

energy �ssion reactions with excitation energies <� 8 MeV, pre-�ssion neutrons
have been neglected. The number of beta-delayed neutrons, �D, is small, about

one percent or less of NT , and has been neglected.

Modi�ed Terrell Method

The total number of neutrons emitted to form complementary �ssion prod-
ucts, �T (A), has been derived [WA88, WA89, WA92, WA99] from mass distribu-
tions of �ssion products by a modi�cation [WA88] of Terrell's summation method
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[TE62]. The mass-yield values used recently [WA99] are arithmetic-average val-
ues of evaluated averages of experimental data from ENDF/B-VI [ER93], from

UKFY-3 [MI95], and from recent data [DE95, SA89, HE94, DI91, ST96, MS96]
not included in the evaluated average values. Model Y (A) values [WA99] were

used where there were no experimental data. A value of � T (A at symmetry
must be assumed for the calculation, and a value of 4.0, or (NT + 1:0), if larger
was used. For the �ssioning nuclei treated, ZF = 90 � 98, a �T (A) value near

symmetry appreciably larger than NT is consistent with the observed low �ssion-
fragment kinetic energies near symmetry [BB83] that suggest an elongated scis-

sion con�guration resulting in highly excited �ssion fragments, which emit more
than the average number of neutrons following scission.

The modi�ed Terrell summation method is illustrated in Fig. 31, p. 46, where
the sums of light and of heavy mass-number yields, starting at the wings, are

plotted (points) along with smooth functions (solid lines) �tted to the points.
Values of �T (A) are taken to be the absolute di�erences between point values and
complementary function values, illustrated in Fig. 31 by horizontal dotted lines

for A = 95 and for A = 144. In earlier treatments [WA88, WA89, WA92, WA99],
the �T (A) values obtained (circles in Figs. 32-37, pp. 46 & 47) were used with

an R(A) function for each �ssion reaction to calculate sets of �A(A) values that
were smoothed and normalized. Below, empirical models are proposed for � T (A)

and R(A).

Trends in �T (A)

The derived values of �T (A), shown as circles in Figs. 32-37, pp. 46 & 47, are
approximately constant for each of a number of �ssion reactions, except for some

structure near symmetry and for very asymmetric mass division. In addition
to the peak at symmetry, a result of the assumption of four or more neutrons

being emitted near symmetry, there are small dips on either side of the peak, as
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can be seen from the circles in Figs. 32 to 37. The dips occur near AH = 130,

and in the complementary light-product range, near A = 104 for U235T, and
may be associated with condensed scission con�gurations, possibly related to the

proximity of Z and N of the heavy fragment to the spherical Z = 50 and N = 82
shells. High fragment kinetic energies should result, and are observed [BB83],
and, therefore, excitation energy and neutron emission are small.

The dips in the �T (A) function are present for the �ssion reactions of uranium,
plutonium, and americium isotopes that were investigated, but are smaller or

absent for the �ssion reactions investigated of thorium and californium isotopes.
This may be due, at least in part, to the somewhat fewer experimental mass-yield

values for these reactions, since, as shown in Fig. 38, p. 47, dips are absent when
model mass-yields, calculated from smooth functions, are used for U235T.

Other structure appears for very asymmetric mass division (see Fig. 32-37,

pp. 46 & 47), but the e�ects vary in position, magnitude, and sign for the various
�ssion reactions investigated and are attributed to the method as applied to low

and, possibly, uncertain �ssion yield values that form the wings of mass-yield
curves.

Model for �T(A)

The �T (A) values from the Y (A) summation calculations, circles in Figs. 32
to 37, pp. 46 & 47, can be represented, approximately, the solid lines in these
�gures, by adding three Gaussian functions to a constant, NT, Eq. 22. The

ECOR term serves to damp out the peak and dips at high energies (PE), where
single-particle e�ects are less important.

�T (A) = NT + ECOR[�S(A) + �H(A) + �L(A)] (22)
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ECOR = e�0:05PE (22a)

For the peak at symmetry:

�S(A) = IP [e(A�SP )2=CP ]=
p
�CP (22b)

IP = 20:0; = 0:0 for S.F. (22c)

CP = 2:0(6:02 + 1=12) = 72:17 (22d)

SP = (AF � �S)=2:0; �S = 4:0 or (NT + 1:0) if > 4:0 (22e)

For the dip at A = 130:

�H(A) = ID[e�(A�130)2=CD ]=
p
�CD (22f)

ID = �5:0 (22g)

CD = 2:0(3:02 + 1=12) = 18:17 (22h)

For the light dip complementary to A = 130:

�L(A) = ID[e�(A�SC)2=CD ]=
p
�CD (22i)

SC = AF � 130:0� (�F �DH + SH) (22j)

DH = ID=
p
�CD (22k)

(22l)

SH = ID[e�(130:0�SYM)2=CD)]=
p
�CD (22m)

SYM = (AF � �S)=2:0 (22n)

Model for R(A)

Generalized R(A) functions consist of a number of straight-line segments

chosen to give saw-tooth �A(A) functions, with some inections. Two R(A)
functions are shown in Figs. 39 and 40, p. 47, and equations for the segments
in the various regions, designated in Figs. 39 and 40, are given below. Note
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that Eq. 23c and Eq. 23f are excitation-energy dependent continuous functions,

which approximate the former discrete values [WA88, WA99].

A < D : R(A) = 0:20 (23a)

A = D to F : R(A) = 0:2 + (A�D)(R(F )� 0:2)=(F �D) (23b)

A = F to G : R(A) = 0:9� 0:0075(PE) (23c)

A = G to H : R(A) = 0:5 + (H � A)(R(G)� 0:5)=(H �G) (23d)

A = H to J : R(A) = 0:5� (A�H)(0:5� R(J))=(J �H) (23e)

A = J to K : R(A) = 0:1 + 0:0075(PE) (23f)

A = K to M : R(A) = R(K) + (A�K)(0:8�R(K))=(M �K) (23g)

A > M : R(A) = 0:80 (23h)

The �A(A) functions derived from the above equations for two �ssion reactions
are compared in Figs. 41 and 42, p. 48, to experimental data (U235T: [MR67,

BM71, AG65, MN84]; CF252S: [SB73, WB77, GI79, BM63, SH83]). As can
be seen the model �A(A) functions represent the data moderately well, about as
well as the di�erent data sets for each �ssion reaction agree with each other. The

inection in the �A(A) model function near A = 105, also shown by the data,
is related to the the light dip in the �T (A) function. The heavy �T (A) dip is

reinforced by the J �KR(A) minimum to give the �A(A) minimum just below
A = 130. The above equations are used in the current yield-calculation program,

CYF.

The details of the R(A) function are believed to be not critical because the

complementarity of light and heavy �ssion products, used in both the Z P and
A0P nuclear-charge distribution models, is established by � T (A), and, although
the details of the division of �T (A) between light and heavy products may a�ect

values of the model parameters a little, the small changes in parameter values
tend to be compensating for yield calculations; di�erences in calculated yields

are very small when di�erent R(A) functions are used.
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High Energy Systematic Trends

Nucleons may be emitted before �ssion during de-excitation of highly excited

nuclei. At moderate excitation, only a few neutrons are emmitted, and then, if
there is su�cient excitation, a nucleus may �ssion - \second, third, etc. chance

�ssion." This process can be inferred from step-wise increases in �ssion cross
sections with increasing neutron energy about every 6 MeV, approximately the
neutron binding energy [VH73, HE63]. If it is assumed that the nearly at

cross section between increases can be extrapolated to higher energies, one may
estimate from plots of �ssion cross section vs. neutron energy [BN65] the con-

tributions from \�rst, second, etc. chance �ssion." For example, this treatment
gives for 14-MeV neutron-induced �ssion the following average percent contri-

butions from four �ssion reactions, Th232H, U235H, U238H, and Pu239H: 48 %
1st, 36 % 2nd, 16 % 3rd chance �ssion.

Thus, the yields of products from 14-MeV neutron induced �ssion come from
three di�erent �ssioning nuclei with di�erent excitation energies. Also, the num-
ber of neutrons emitted, NT = �4.0, are partly pre-scission neutrons. An esti-

mate of the average number of pre-�ssion neutrons can be made from the percent
contributions given above: 0.36 + 2(0.16) = 0.68. The average number of post-

�ssion neutrons, obtained by di�erence, is �F = �3.3.

There are few experimental data for post-�ssion-neutron emission, � F , for

high-energy �ssion reactions. Only two references were found [CF70, BW64],
giving values plotted in Fig. 43, p. 48, as �lled squares. Also, the average value

of �3.3 deduced above for �ssion by 14-MeV neutrons, is plotted as a �lled circle.

Other published values are di�erences between NT and the number of pre-
�ssion nucleons calculated by Monte Carlo programs. Values of NT were deter-

mined from centroids of relative independent yield distributions of nearly com-
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plementary elements, usually Rb and Cs, [SY76, DM74, TC72]. The � F values,
normalized to model NT values, are plotted as open symbols in Fig. 43, p. 48.

Fig. 43 also shows the Eq. 24 function as a line that represents, approximately,
the various derived values, the points.

�F = 2:8 + 3:5(1:0� e�0:01PE) (24)

Functions representing ratio values, R(A), were developed to give calculated

�A(A) values in approximate agreement with experimental � A(A) vs. A plots
[BW64, CF68, BV70, BF70, CF70]. All plots of experimental data showed that
the depth of the dip in �A(A) near A = 130 decreased with increasing energy, but

that the low �A(A) at low A and the high �A(A) at high A changed very little
with energy. These trends were represented by replacing equations for R(A) in

the F �G and J �K ranges for low energies, Eq. 23c and 23f, by Eq. 25a and
25b for high energies.

A < F to G : R(A) = 0:5 + 0:5e�0:05PE (25a)

A = J to K : R(A) = 0:5� 0:5e�0:05PE (25b)

The resulting R(A) function multiplied by �F , Eq. 24, gives �A(A) values
for the high-energy �ssion reactions of interest. The results for 30, 50, and 85

MeV proton induced �ssion of 238U are shown in Fig. 44, p. 48. Values of �A(A)
for U238F are shown for comparison.
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Fig. 31 { Modi�ed Terrell Plot for U235T Fig. 32 { �T (A) for U235T

Fig. 33 { �T (A) for PU239T Fig. 34 { NT(A) for U238H
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Fig. 35 { �T (A) for Am242MT Fig. 36 { �T (A) for CF249T

Fig. 37 { �T (A) for TH232F Fig. 38 { �T (A) for U235T, Model Y(A) Values

Fig. 39 { Fraction, R(A), of �T (A) Fig. 40 { Fraction, R(A), of �T (A)
to A for U235T to A for 238U + 85 MeV p
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Fig. 41 { U235T, Line: Model; Fig. 42 { CF252S, Line:Model;
Points:Experimental Points:Experimental

(See text for references.) (See text for references.)

Fig. 43 { High{energy �F Function Fig. 44 { �A Functions, Symbols: 238U + �,
o 30 MeV, � 50 MeV, X 85 MeV; Line: U238F
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FAST-NEUTRON-INDUCED FISSION

Neutrons from �ssion (fast neutrons) have a wide range of energies, so a
summation calculation was carried out to determine the weighted-average value

for each energy-dependent model parameter. Parameter values for each of 1,100
energy increments 0.01 Mev wide were weighted for the relative �ssion cross

section, �(E 0), and the relative yields of neutrons, RY (E 0), at the average neu-
tron energy, E 0, for each energy increment. The resulting values were summed

and normalized to give the weighted-average value for each energy-dependent
parameter.

The relative yield, RY (E 0), was determined from Eq. 26 [LE56], the constant
C = 1:29 for U235T being multiplied by 3/4 to give C = 0:9675 to allow for
energy degradation of �ssion-neutron-spectra neutrons in most reactor cores used

for fast-neutron yield measurements.

RY (E 0) =
p
E 0eE

0=C (26)

In the CYF program described next, the value of C = V X(12) can be changed
in the IN.PAR �le to better represent actual neutron spectra, if known.

The relative cross section, �(E 0), which approximates experimental curves
[HE63], was taken to be 1.00 over much of the energy range. The approach at

low energies to �(E 0) = 1:0 depends on the �ssion threshold, TH, of �ssioning
nuclei with ZF & AF . The increase of �(E 0) at EN =� 6 MeV due to \second
chance �ssion" depends on the �ssion threshold, TH1, of nuclei with ZF &

AF � 1. The second plateau, �2, due to "�rst and second chance �ssion" can be
approximated by Eq. 27, which was derived from experimental curves [HE63].

�2 = 1:533 + 0:093(AF � 236)� 0:431(ZF � 92) + 0:041(ZF � 92)2 (27)

(limits on �2 values: � 1.0, � 2.5)
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If TH � 0:0; �(E 0) is assumed to follow the 1/v law to 1.0 at EN = 0:5 MeV.

�(E 0) = 1:0 + 0:13=
p
E 0 � 0:13=

p
0:5 (28)

If TH > 0:0; �(E 0) is assumed to increase linearly from 0.0 at TH to 1.0 at
TH + 1.0.

The second change in �(E 0) is assumed to increase linearly from 1.0 to � 2

over 1.0 MeV starting at the neutron binding energy, BN , if TH1 � 0:0, or at

BN + TH1, if TH1 > 0:0.

Errors introduced by the approximations made in expressions for RY (E 0) and
�(E 0) are compensated, in part, in the treatment because the sum of their prod-

ucts are used for normalization.

For fast-neutron induced �ssion reactions subroutine FAST in the CYFP pro-

gram has been modi�ed to calculate the weighted-average parameter values for
all energy-dependent model parameters. Thus, in addition to weighted-average

values for Y3; E�, and �F , as done earlier in CYI [WA99], weighted-average
values are now also calculated for NT; � 1;�4;�5; �Z; Y2, and Y6.

CALCULATION OF FISSION YIELDS FROM SYSTEMATICS -
THE CYF PROGRAM

The equations representing systematics of �ssion yields, which have been
discussed, have been programed to create a new program, CYF, which replaces

the older program, CYI. The code is written in VAX-FORTRAN, as is CYI,
and formats for input and output �les are the same as for the CYI program.

Parameter and yield values are, of course, di�erent. The major di�erence is
that CYF includes equations for systematics at initial excitation energies (PE)
up to �200 MeV. Also, most of the equations in CYI [WA99] for yields from

low-energy �ssion reactions have been modi�ed to eliminate discontinuities and
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to enhance smooth transitions of the functions to those for high-energy �ssion

reactions.

The CYF program has been modi�ed to CYFP which can be run on a vari-

ety of computers, including the VAX and personal computers operating under
Windows-98, and probably other versions. Compilation of CYFP can be accom-
plished using the VAX-FORTRAN compiler and/or the current version of the

G77 compiler from the Internet.

As for CYI, only 4 parameters are required to run CYFP: the A and Z of

the precursor nucleus (target + projectile, PA and PZ), the type of projectile,
and its kinetic energy in MeV. Other parameters may be changed to control the

calculation; some possibly useful changes are given below.

Most of the parameters needed for a calculation are in a �le that is read and
usually ends in .PAR (e.g., IN.PAR). In addition to a title (line 1), which is not

used in the calculation but is printed at the top of most output �les, there are 3
groups of parameters.

Line 2 - integer control parameters (I3)

Line 3 to n = 9999 - real parameters: XJ; V Y (J); V X(J); (J = XJ); (F4:0; 2E13:5)

Line n+1 to end - constant model parameters - DO NOT CHANGE!

Line 2, col. 2-3, NR designates the projectile: 0, neutron; 10, proton; 20,

deuteron; 30, triton; 40, 3He; 50, alpha particle.

Line 2, col. 39, ISPIN determines if isomeric-state yields are calculated: if 0,
they are not calculated; if 6, independent yields are distributed equally among

isomeric states; if 7, isomer ratios are calculated by the Madland-England method
[ME77]; if 8, isomer ratios are calculated by Rudstam's method [RU92].

Line 3, col. 5-17, VY(1) = precurser A;PA; = AF for low energies
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Line 4, col. 5-17, VY(2) = precurser Z; PZ; = ZF for low energies

Line 5, col. 5-17, VY(4) = lowest product A treated, default = 60.

Line 6, col. 5-17, VY(5) = highest product A treated, default = 180.

Line 8, col. 5-17, VY(9) = �F , default = value from systematics; if negative, �F
determined along with other energy-dependent parameters by the fast-neutron
summation method described in the preceeding section.

Line 9, col. 18-30, VX(10) = projectile kinetic energy (MeV), if negative,

spontaneous �ssion is treated (E � = PE = 0).

These and other parameters that could be changed are listed as comments at

the beginning of CYFP.FOR.

There are 2 ways to run the CYFP program on a VAX. A command �le

may be used or the �le names assigned in CYFP may be used. Only the latter
option is available with a PC. The assigned �le names needed are: IN.PAR,

TABLE.DATH, IN.SPIN (if ISPIN > 0), and IN.BR (if IBR > 0). The output
�le names are OUT.PAR, OUT.YNU, and OUT.YLD.
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